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Chapter 621 X-Men Vs Mutant Brotherhood 

Brush! 

The person who suddenly rushed into the Mutants Brotherhood was very fast and he almost looked like 

a ghost. However, just when the figure was about to touch Stryker who was lying on the ground, the 

Shockwave Girl standing behind Magneto also disappeared in place. 

Pū! 

The next moment, a knocking sound was heard near Stryker and the figure rushing towards Stryker 

seemed to have been stopped by something, and it turned away and was about to leave. 

When that figure was about to leave, the Shockwave Girl also appeared again. However, when she 

appeared this time, she was covered with a faint layer of ice. 

“Huh! Do you think you can leave!?” It seemed that he had already seen who was attacking them, and 

Pyro had already attacked. 

Huhu! 

Then, a large flame appeared out of thin air, rushing towards the leaving figure under Pyro’s control. 

Feeling the flame chasing from behind, the figure abruptly stopped and made a sharp turn while a large 

amount of cold air rushed out of the figure and towards the flames. 

That’s right, the one who was going to take Stryker away without Magneto’s attention was Iceman. 

Boom! Rumble! 

In the next second, Pyro’s flames and Iceman’s cold air blasted against each other in mid-air, and the 

violent energy collision caused a lot of water vapor in this area. 

It was hot near the Mutants Brotherhood’s location, and it was cold near Professor Charles’s location. 

Pyro and Iceman were friends in their teenage years and they drifted apart over the years and became 

enemies. This is not the first time they have fought against each other. 

Boom! ~ Boom! ~ 

After Iceman took the initiative, Colossus, who was originally standing behind Professor Charles, also 

rushed out with a huge stride. 

Although Colossus would be completely restrained by Magneto, he would not give up attacking the 

Brotherhood. Moreover, his goal is not Magneto as someone else will deal with him. 

Stab!! 

Just when Magneto watched Colossus rushing over and preparing to reach out and restrain him, a 

thunder suddenly struck down from the sky, and the target was the location of the Mutants 

Brotherhood. 



Moreover, the sky that was still clear a moment ago was already covered with dark clouds at this time, 

and it was obvious that Storm had made an all-out effort in her attack. 

Call! 

Facing the thunderbolt coming from the sky, the Mutant named Fortress straightened his chest and 

yelled at it. 

“Roar!!” 

Crackling! 

In the next moment, the purple-colored thunder had already smashed on the big man’s body. 

However, the Thunder, which was enough to blast a large hole in the ground could not even put a dent 

on the man’s body. The purple thunder wandered around him, enshrouding him like a god. 

“Come On!!” While roaring, the Fortress opened his arms and rushed out. 

Boom! Boom! 

After taking a few steps, the Fortress had already collided against Colossus who was rushing over. 

Colossus, whose whole body was metalized, was unable to smash Fortress, but instead was pushed back 

by him for two steps. 

However, without Magneto, how could Colossus be afraid of this opponent who is also physically 

strengthened like him! Therefore, the two of them fought against each other. 

Bang Bang! Pū Pū! 

In just a few minutes, a full-on war had been started between the X-Men and the Mutant Brotherhood. 

The battle between Iceman and Pyro is like the fight between two opposite Elements, Hot Flames and 

Cold Ice are constantly smashing against each other and the land that has become ruins from the 

previous fight is now covered with scorched flames and ice. 

Although the battle between Colossus and Fortress is simple and straightforward, but it looks even more 

heated. Both of them were of the same size as giants, and they were both physically enhanced Mutants. 

They attacked each other from fist to fist, and whenever they attacked each other, it created a small 

tremor in the surrounding. However, both of them had a super-strong defense and it would be hard to 

pick a winner between them in a short time. 

As for Magneto, even though the thunder strikes are constantly smashing down on his head but those 

thunder strikes couldn’t even touch him after he released his magnetic field. 

However, Magneto obviously didn’t want to passively endure the attacks like this. Therefore, he flew 

into the air again and he wanted to create a magnetic field that absolutely prohibited Thunder strikes 

from coming at him! 

“Shockwave Girl! Be careful!” Just when Magneto flew into the air to deal with Storm, the young man 

who stayed in place suddenly shouted to the girl beside him. 



Pū! 

Just as the young man spoke, a blue figure suddenly appeared beside Stryker out of thin air. It was 

Nightcrawler who looked like a blue demon who was good at moving instantaneously! 

He has been waiting for some opportunity, and Magneto’s departure is his best opportunity. And now, 

as long as he touches Stryker, he would be able to teleport away with him. 

“Don’t even think about it!” Knowing that the Shockwave Girl would be too late to stop him, a Mental 

Shock wave swept away after the Young Man shouted. 

Phew! 

However, Just when the Young Man’s Mental Shock Wave swept towards Nightcrawler’s side, it was 

suddenly blocked by another Psychic Power. In just such a moment, Nightcrawlers’s hand was already 

on Stryker’s body. 

“Damn it!” The Young Man shouted with an ugly expression on his face, knowing that Professor Charles 

must have made a move. Although the Young Man’s Psychic Power is also very strong, he can only 

protect himself against Professor Charles and cannot attack him. 

“Hey! Success, let’s go!” Knowing that Professor Charles had helped him stop the Mental Attack just 

now, Nightcrawler smiled and was about to teleport back again. 

Hum~ 

However, the expression on Nightcrawlers’s face changed in the next moment. Because he was still 

there, he couldn’t bring Stryker back to Professor Charles no matter how hard he tried. 

Boom! 

Just when Nightcrawler was stunned, the Shockwave Girl had rushed over kicked him on his chest. 

“Fortunately, Boss has activated his Magnetic Field to interfere with Teleporters in this area!” Seeing 

that Nightcrawler couldn’t teleport away with Stryker, the Young Man thought with a sigh of relief in his 

heart. 

It is obvious that Magneto has released his Magnetic Field to be able to invalidate the teleporting ability. 

In order to get news of his children, Magneto is going all out against the X-Men today. 

Boom~ 

“Erik… You really~” Professor Charles, who was sitting in a wheelchair, whispered inexplicably while 

looking up at Magneto who used his domain to suppress Storm in the sky. 

“Hey! Blink, save Nightcrawler.” Withdrawing his gaze, Professor Charles looked at the unable to 

teleport Nightcrawler enveloped in Magneto’s domain and said to Blink. 

Hum! 

After Professor Charles finished speaking, Blink made a move, and Space Portal had appeared in front of 

her. 



At the same time, a Space Portal appeared in Magneto’s domain, just behind Nightcrawler. In the next 

second, the embarrassed-looking figure of Nightcrawler who was getting chased by the Shockwave Girl 

was teleported away by the Space Portal. 

“Then, I’ll let Erik take a good look at what the world has become today!” No longer thinking about 

saving Stryker, Professor Charles said in a serious tone while looking at Magneto in the sky. 

Chapter 622 Taking Action 

Professor Charles, who had made the final decision, turned to look at Rogers beside him. At this time, he 

finally didn’t intend to let his allies continue to watch the show. 

“Captain Rogers, you can make your move!” 

“Although we only have a little time left, there is still a lot we can do. Let’s go!” Hearing Professor 

Charles’ words, Rogers said with a serious look on his face, and then he waved his hand and ordered the 

team that had been standing behind him to rush out. 

Huhu! 

In the next moment, the Special Team belonging to SHIELD, which was already ready to go, quickly 

rushed towards the chaotic battlefield ahead. 

While rushing out, their equipment was also taken out one by one. It can be seen that the equipment of 

this SHIELD Special Team is beyond the world’s current technologies. 

“Mr. Stark, it’s time for you to take action. Storm would be able to contain Magneto for the time being. 

Please be sure to join Captain Rogers to take care of the others as soon as possible.” As SHIELD took the 

initiative to move out. Professor Charles’s voice suddenly came in Tony’s mind. 

“Finally need me to fight? I still have confidence in dealing with those ordinary soldiers!” Hearing 

Professor Charles’ telepathic response, Tony thought. 

“Make a move, JARVIS, the Military is almost here, we can’t just watch the show while they’re come 

here and take everything!” Then, Tony had asked JARVIS to control Iron Man to strike. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Swipe! 

In the next moment, dozens of Iron Mans on Tony’s side had all rushed out, leaving only two Iron Mans 

in place, one armed by Tony himself and one spare. 

“The battlefield data connection has been completed with the SHIELDk Special Team, and now we are 

starting to conduct joint strikes.” After the Iron Mans rushed into the battlefield, JARVIS’s voice 

continued. 

“Then, let’s take care of that big guy first. Isn’t he resistant to beating? Let’s see how much beating can 

he take.” Scanning the battlefield, Tony’s first target was the Fortress, who was fighting Colossus. 

“Okay, sir.” Hearing Tony’s words, the Iron Mans, who had rushed to the center of the battlefield, 

almost all gathered to the battle site of the two big men under the control of JARVIS. 



Boom! 

Dang! 

Pū Pū! 

In an area, two giant-looking Mutants who were more than two meters high were punching each other 

without a care in the world. The strength behind their punches was enough to put a hole in an elephant. 

However, this kind of powerful fist only caused a rippling sensation on the skin of these two giants, and 

they could not defeat each other as neither one has a higher hand. 

For opponents like Colossus and Fortress, it would be difficult to find the winner or loser unless one side 

completly loses the strength to fight. 

However, the two of them have fought until now, and Fortress and Colossus have a number of injuries 

on their bodies. 

Fortress has a few obvious fist marks on his face, and the corners of his mouth are bleeding. Colossus 

has no obvious injuries, but there are small pits on his all-metallic body showing that he was also 

injured. 

Huhu! 

After evading two straight punches from the Fortress in a row, Colossus was about to seize the 

opportunity to give a counterattack when the metal eyebrows suddenly moved. Then, Colossus, who 

had a chance to counterattack, moved his feet and his entire body quickly retreated two meters away. 

“Eh?!” Seeing Colossus’ retreat, the Fortress was obviously a bit puzzled. 

Boom!! 

Just when the Fortress thought that Colossus was going to escape and was about to chase after him, 

several laser beams shot at him from all directions in the air and directly hit him. The unguarded and 

unprepared figure of Fortress was directly hit by these laser beams, but they could not completely break 

his defense. 

“Roar!” The Fortress lying on the ground stared at the Iron Man’s laser beam attack and roared to get 

up, but more and more laser beams rained down on him from mid-air. 

Boom Boom Boom! 

“Roar…” The combined laser beams were getting stronger and stronger, and Fortress’s roaring voice had 

revealed that he was gradually losing his strength. 

Chi Chi Chi Chi ~ 

Finally, after three seconds of resisting these combined laser strikes, the defense on the Fortress’s body 

was finally broken, and the arms above his head had already begun to appear scorched. 

If this continues, the Fortress will definitely fall under these attacks. 

Boom~Boom~ 



“Let me do it!” And just when the Fortress was about to be unable to hold on, Colossus who avoided the 

attacks suddenly roared and rushed over. 

Call! Boom! 

After Fortress had expended too much strength from resisting the laser beam strikes from Iron Man’s 

team-up, Colossus gave him a fierce punch to the head. In order for this punch to have an effect, 

Colossus did not hold back at all, it was a full-force punch. 

So, after Colossus’ punch hit Fortress’s head, he was directly blown away and finally fell helplessly to the 

ground. 

Squeak, Squeak~ 

Colossus, who had blown away Fortress, stood in place and looked at his opponent for a few moments 

to make sure he was completely unconscious, he then squeezed his fist and looked in the other direction 

of the battlefield. 

The Iron Man in mid-air also withdrew their laser beam strike after Colossus struck, and by this time, 

they had also rushed to the rest of the battlefield. 

Since X-Men doesn’t want Fortress to die then Tony won’t do anything out of the ordinary, and he 

doesn’t want to get Magneto’s attention anyway. 

… 

When Colossus defeated Fortress with the help of Iron Mans, SHIELD’s Team was already fighting with 

the Shockwave Woman and the Young Man. 

Although the Young Man next to the Shockwave Girl is a Psychic Mutants but with Professor Charles in 

the rear, his ability was useless. Therefore, he can only continue to retreat with the help of the 

Shockwave Girl. 

Bang~Bang~Bang! 

The encircled Shockwave Woman released three powerful shock waves in succession, but the expression 

on her face was not very good. 

Because her shock waves which were powerful enough to blast a building couldn’t even blast the SHIELD 

team’s joint defense. 

Because of the equipment on the SHIELD K-Team, whenever the Shockwave Women release a shock 

wave at them, the K-Team will release a Special Force Field from their equipment. This force field can 

cancel the shock waves, making her biggest ability useless. 

The other means of attack of the Shockwave Woman is extremely fast as her speed can almost reach the 

speed of the shockwave she released. 

However, whenever Shockwave Women wanted to use her speed to defeat the K-Team, she would find 

that the K-Team would always release a continuous stream of electric current from their bodies using 

some kind of equipment. 



This current surrounds the body of each person in the K-Team like a protective shield of electric arcs. 

After suffering a loss, the Shockwave Woman did not dare to continue the attack. 

Therefore, under the cooperation of the K-Team, which is far more numerous than her own, the 

Shockwave Women can only lead the Young Man to flee continuously with rapid speed. 

However, they were gradually surrounded. During the encirclement of the K-Team, the special force 

field combined with the scattered arcs of electricity has enveloped this area as they have to ensure that 

these two people cannot escape. 

Chi Chi! 

Finally, in the process of avoiding the two power grid attacks, the figure of the Shockwave Women was 

caught by another arc. 

Pū Pū! 

Then, two more people fell to the ground. 

Chapter 623 Captured 

Huhu! 

While the other members of the Mutants Brotherhood had been knocked out, Pyro and Iceman were 

still fighting to the side. 

However, by this time, Pyro’s flames had obviously been suppressed by Iceman’s ice. 

If it hadn’t been for the fact that Iceman was reluctant to unleash his full power then this fight would 

have been long over. Once his Absolute Ice Field was released, even Magneto would not have been a 

match for him at close range. 

“John! You can’t fight me anymore. This is something you knew many years ago. So, do you want to 

continue fighting?!” Iceman’s Ice was about to extinguish Pyro’s flames as he looked at Pyro behind the 

flames and shouted. 

As friends who grew up in the X-Academy together as a teenager, Iceman still hadn’t forgotten his 

friendship with Pyro. 

And, because of their opposing abilities, their relationship as teenagers was still considered to be good. 

If not for all the things that happened later between the Mutants Brotherhood and the X-Men, Iceman 

and Pyro would still be good friends. 

“Robert, don’t you get cocky! I will not surrender to you!” Hearing Iceman’s words, Pyro shouted in 

reply. 

Since childhood, Pyro’s abilities and personality have been opposed to Iceman. When they were a 

teenager, their abilities had not been fully awakened and controlled, so at that time, Pyro could still use 

Iceman’s gentle personality to bully him a little. 

But then Iceman’s ability got more and more awakened, Pyro has been outclassed by Iceman. After all, 

although they are Ice and Fire, Iceman’s Mutantation level is much higher than Pyro’s. 



“Then, don’t you blame me!” The other members of the Mutants Brotherhood had all been taken care 

of, and Iceman didn’t want to continue to drag on here with himself who had started the fight first. 

Buzz! Hoo! 

After Iceman said these words, an ice-blue light flashed in his eyes. In the next moment, the power of 

the cold rushed out of Iceman’s hand and it was at least twice as powerful as before. 

Pyro on the opposite side had no time to react, and the flames that were resisting the Ice in front of him 

were instantly extinguished, and then his whole figure was also frozen in this cold air. 

In this way, a lifelike ice sculpture was added to the ruins. As for Pyro who had the ability to control Fire, 

such freezing of his body obviously won’t kill him. And Iceman’s intention was not to kill him, he just 

wanted to end this battle. 

And after Pyro was defeated on Iceman’s side, four out of five members of the Mutants Brotherhood 

had been taken out of the fight. Only the leader Magneto was still fighting against Storm in the sky. 

No, not only Storm, but there is also a guy with a golden light flying out of his body who is also teaming 

up with Storm against Magneto. 

It seems that it was impossible for Storm to hold back Magneto by herself for such a long time, and the 

guy who is releasing golden light is obviously Jack. Apart from him, no one on Rogers and Tony’s side can 

participate in the mid-air battle. 

In the previous battle, Storm, who had exploded out with her full force, had already reached the 

strongest level below a Fifth-Level Mutant. But after all, she still cares about the influence of her own 

ability on other people, after all, her ability is the power of manipulating natural weather, and the scope 

of its influence is very large. 

If Storm really recklessly strikes, then the entire Washington will be involved in her attack range. And 

Magneto has no such concerns, so in the battle, Storm has been pressed. If it wasn’t for Jack’s help then 

Storm wouldn’t have been able to hold out until now. 

And Jack’s attack methods surprised Magneto because he found that his magnetic field could not 

completely defend against those golden light attacks. 

On several occasions, attacks that he thought could be defended penetrated his domain, causing him to 

suffer a few small losses. 

However, after adapting to Jack’s attacking rhythm, Magneto continued to fight them with ease. Now, 

he is gradually gaining the upper hand. 

Huh~ 

“I will follow the mission, Professor Charles.” Seeing that the K-Team had brought back the Shockwave 

Girl and the Psychicl Mutants and the seriously injured Stryker, Rogers said while looking at Professor 

Charles beside him. 



“Well, we will leave Stryker to you. I think that way you can give a better explanation to the Military. In 

fact, he is not that useful to me.” Taking a brief glance at Stryker who was being carried by a member of 

the K-Team, Professor Charles said lightly. 

Although Stryker still has a lot of information and secrets about transforming Mutants, these are not 

what Charles wants to know now. And the Military’s support has arrived. If they see Stryker in X-Men’s 

hands then Rogers will be in a difficult position and he may even have to take arms against them. 

Therefore, Professor Charles directly handed Stryker to Rogers. Anyway, he also has news of Quicksilver 

and Scarlet Witch. The top priority is to solve the next problem named Magneto and the Military. 

“Thank you, Professor Charles!” Rogers thanked him seriously when he heard Charles’ words. 

From the internal information of SHIELD, what Stryker did to Mutants was impossible for any Mutants to 

accept. Now Professor Charles is willing to give Stryker to him which made Rogers feel grateful to him. 

After all, no matter how much he hates Stryker, he still has to hand him over to the Military. 

“Then maybe it’s time to let the Military get Erik.” Looking up at the Jets and Helicopters that have 

rushed over the battlefield, Professor Charles’s eyes flashed with a bright light as he spoke. 

Rogers frowned upon hearing Professor Charles’ words. Didn’t they come here to prevent the situation 

from becoming serious? 

Now there is only one Magneto left in the Mutants Brotherhood that still has combat effectiveness, and 

Stryker has been controlled, and the situation has been controlled very well. 

For the development of this kind of thing, Rogers felt that it went smoothly, and he felt a little simpler 

when it went well. But it’s not too simple, after all, their strength this time is enough to deal with any 

organization in this world. 

“Captain Rogers, do you think Erik will stop after all of his helpers are caught?” As if seeing what Rogers 

was thinking, Professor Charles turned his head to look around and asked. 

“Well, that’s right, Magneto will not be able to achieve his goals even if he continues to fight here. No 

matter what he does, the Military will not be able to satisfy any of his goals.” Hearing Charles’ words, 

Rogers nodded and said. 

“However, Erik wound not be stopping this time! Because he is here to get information about the most 

important thing in his life, do you think he would stop now?” Hearing Rogers’s words, Professor Charles 

whispered to himself. 

“This……” 

Chapter 624 Military 

When Captain Rogers and Professor Charles were chatting on the edge of the battlefield, the Military 

Jets and Helicopters that had rushed into the battlefield had already taken the next step. 

Each Fighter Jet had already turned on its weapon system when it was still far away from Magneto and 

the others. The missiles loaded under the abdomen of the Aircraft were all activated, and they were all 

ignited in the next second. 



Pū Pū Pū! 

In the next moment, dozens of missiles have rushed towards Magneto, Storm, and Jack. 

Bang! Bang Bang! 

“Let’s Go!” Waving his hand to disperse the golden magic shield that was almost pierced by Magneto, 

Jack shouted towards Storm, who was not far from him. 

Just now, the voice of Professor Charles suddenly rang in Jack’s mind, asking him and Storm to 

immediately retreat. So, by the time those missiles had locked on them, Jack had already begun to 

outline a Magic Space Portal behind him. 

Call! 

After Jack outlined the Magic Space Portal, Storm just flew over. Apparently, she had also been 

reminded by Professor Charles. 

“Let’s go!” After Storm came, Jack shouted and rushed into the Magic Space Portal. 

After Jack rushed in, the silver-haired Storm finally waved her hand at Magneto’s position, and the next 

moment, she also followed Jack and rushed into the Magic Space Portal. 

Buzzing~ 

When Jack and Storm rushed into the Magic Space Portal, the golden circle of light also quickly 

disappeared in mid-air. At the same time when Jack and Storm disappeared, five consecutive 

thunderbolts struck Magneto from high altitude, this was apparently Storm’s final attack on Magneto. 

Rumble! 

Magneto waved his hand and utilized his Magnetic Field to distort the five thunderbolts, but the 

expression on Magneto’s face was cloudy as he looked at the golden circle of light that had disappeared 

in front of him. 

Although Magneto wanted to stop the Magic Space Portal but his Magnetic Field could not affect the 

golden circle of light. So, in the end, Magneto could only let them go. 

“Eh?!” Just as Magneto forced Storm and Jack back and was about to look down at the ground, he 

suddenly noticed that many missiles had rushed over to his location from behind the golden circle of 

light that had dissipated in mid-air. 

“Did the military finally make a move? Humph, so many years have passed, let me see what you have 

developed this time!” Seeing the missiles, Magneto’s eyes flashed with a cold expression as he muttered 

to himself. 

Call! 

In the next moment, Magneto opened his hands, and his whole body was raised by several tens of 

meters in mid-air again. At the same time, the range of the Magnetic Field surrounding Magneto has 

also expanded a lot. 



… 

When Magneto was hovering high in the sky to prepare for a battle with the Military, Jack and Storm, 

who had already passed through the Magic Space Portal, had come to Professor Charles’s side. 

“You have done well. Now, let’s see what the Military is going to do.” Professor Charles said lightly as he 

turned his head slightly to look at Jack and Storm. 

“Professor Charles, would you really allow the Military to fight Magneto?” Rogers on the side asked with 

some worry after Professor Charles finished speaking. 

“Captain, are you worried that the Military won’t be able to subdue Erik, or are you worried that they 

will be wiped out by Erik?” Professor Charles asked with a faint voice when he heard Rogers’ words. 

“I am worried that both of those scenarios would come to pass,” Rogers replied seriously. 

For Rogers, no matter whether the power of the US Military can be used by SHIELD, at least they are a 

powerful force that can fight against other organizations in the world. 

In any case, no matter who wins or loses in the battle between the US Military and Magneto, it is bound 

to cause an inevitable catastrophe to Washington, and this is not what Rogers hopes to see. 

In his opinion, today’s incident should end here, and their purpose of coming here is also to control the 

development of the situation. 

“If you can persuade the Military then I think today’s battle may really end here. However, I think it is 

quite unlikely. After all, the department where Stryker worked is also very secret and important to the 

military. And, Captain, don’t you want to know what is hidden inside the Military?” Professor Charles’ 

eyes flashed when he heard Rogers’ answer. In the end, Professor Charles asked inexplicably. 

“En? You mean…” Hearing Professor Charles’ words, Rogers seemed to think of something and looked at 

him with a serious expression on his face. 

However, at this time, Professor Charles’s eyes had turned to the sky again. There, dozens of missiles 

were about to hit Magneto. At this distance, even if Magneto could fly, it would be impossible for him to 

avoid these missiles. This was already an inescapable zone. 

“How much is the military hiding? ……” Rogers thought silently as Professor Charles turned his gaze to 

the sky. 

Since Rogers took control of SHIELD, he has come to know many secret things in this world from 

SHIELD’s database. 

Even if Rogers was an old man who had experienced World War II and fought with Hydra, he was 

shocked to see so many secrets in the world today. However, in addition to what is shown on SHIELD’s 

data, it is not clear how many things are hidden in the world. 

After all, although SHIELD’s agents are good and they are spread all over the world, there are many 

things that even they won’t understand. 



Inside SHIELD’s database, there are records of some secret research and experiments that were done by 

the US military. Among them is the information of the department where Stryker works on Mutants, but 

Rogers only knows some simple experiments and results, and he still doesn’t know most of the 

experiments and their results. 

Now hearing Professor Charles’s reminder, Rogers also reacted. They want to establish a Global Federal 

Organization, then perhaps he should put his mind on the right track, he can’t have other thoughts just 

because of the U.S. military, not to mention that he is still not sure what exactly there is inside the 

military. 

“Then, let see what the Military would do this time!” Finally, Rogers said silently in his heart as he 

moved his eyes along with the few missiles. 

Swipe! 

Under the watchful eyes of dozens of people on the ground ruins, the dozen or so missiles that had been 

shot from the U.S. military high in the air finally rushed into Magneto’s magnetic field. 

In the next moment, a dozen missiles were suddenly fixed high in the sky as if they had fallen into a 

stationary space. Moreover, the trailing flame of these missiles also extinguished quickly and ended up 

like a dozen pieces of scrap iron flying high in the sky. 

“Sure enough, it’s simply not feasible to use these metal-containing products against Magneto.” 

Through the JARVIS scan, Tony could clearly see this scene high in the sky, so he muttered with some 

emotion in his voice. 

Chapter 625 Secret Weapon 

“JARVIS, what do you think the final outcome of this battle will be. I am guessing that Charles came up 

with a plan to let the US Military fight Magneto to curb the arrogance inside his old friend.” While 

watching the battle high in the sky, Tony asked JARVIS. 

“Sir, my database does not have a lot of information about Magneto and the U.S. Military’s Special 

Forces. Even if SHIELD and X-Men have shared some of the information, I have no way to judge the final 

outcome of this battle.” Hearing Tony’s question, JARVIS calmly replied. 

“Well, let’s stay away and watch the show. I don’t think today’s battle will be that simple, and we will 

probably get involved in it. By the way, did you do what I asked you to?” Hearing JARVIS’s answer, Tony 

continued to speak and he finally thought of something and asked again. 

“It will be ready in three minutes but it can only last ten minutes at most.” Knowing what Tony was 

asking, JARVIS quickly answered. 

“That means the battle better be over within thirteen minutes? Otherwise, I really won’t be able to use 

my that.” Hearing JARVIS’s answer, Tony’s eyes flashed. 

“Sir, the cost of using that thing is high, and we may not even need it.” 

“I know, but we can’t rule out anything and we may very well need to use that in some situation.” 



After a brief chat with JARVIS, Tony’s attention was once again focused on the high altitude, where the 

battle situation had once again changed. 

… 

Whew! 

After the dozens of missiles were controlled and extinguished by Magneto, two of them were 

nevertheless blinking with a sharp red light inside of them. 

When Magneto was waving his hand to send these missiles back the way they came from, those two 

missiles suddenly exploded. 

Boom! Boom! 

The violent fire and shockwave erupted directly at a very close distance from Magneto, enveloping the 

entire areas high in the sky. 

The moment the two missiles suddenly exploded, Magneto also quickly controlled the other missiles to 

send them out of the area, but he was still a little too late as three more missiles were detonated in the 

fire. 

The power of the gathered explosions impacted Magneto’s Magnetic Field and sent his entire body 

flying. 

“You have gotten smarter! But, do you really think that this would be enough?” Knowing that the 

Military’s missiles are definitely not the ones they used to be, Magneto muttered faintly to himself as he 

glanced at the Fighter Jets circling nearby. 

Hoo! 

Then, Magneto directly reached out towards a Plane that was flying at high speed in the distance. 

Although Magneto’s ability is indeed very strong, but there is a limit. 

It is very difficult for Magneto to control a huge object like an Aircraft with its own huge power at a long 

distance. However, if he controls the plane then it wouldn’t be easy for the other party to escape. 

Dī Dī Di! 

As Magneto reached out and began interfering with the plane, a shrill alarm was heard from the inside 

of the aircraft as it circled in search of a chance to attack. 

Inside the plane, however, there was little sense of panic. Because the plane is completely unmanned. 

There were people inside, too, but there were only three of them, and they looked like very powerful 

soldiers. 

Facing the increasingly uncontrolled flight posture of the plane, the three soldiers in the plane dressed in 

Military grabs stood up with no expression and quickly walked to the cabin position. 

Dī Dī Di! 



“The plane is about to crash! Please prepare for an emergency landing! The plane is about to crash! 

Please prepare for an emergency landing!” Under Magneto’s control, the plane finally slammed into the 

ground. 

Hoo-hoo-hoo! 

Rumble! 

Finally, after holding on for a few seconds, the out-of-control plane crashed into the debris on the 

ground. After skidding a few hundred meters on the ground, the Military’s expensive drone exploded. 

However, just as the plane was about to crash, three figures flashed past from the rear of the cabin. The 

three figures fell quickly after leaving the cabin and finally disappeared, and they were not wearing any 

parachute. 

“Huh!” Controlling a plane weighing more than ten tons from a distance, Magneto looked a little tired, 

but he still snorted coldly. 

If the Military thinks he is old and not as good as he used to be then he will show them today that he is 

still as powerful as he was before! Magneto could create chaos in the world with just himself decades 

ago, and he can still do the same! He’s Magneto! 

After finishing off a Military fighter, Magneto swept his gaze at the remaining Jets who no longer dared 

to approach him, and finally shifted his eyes to the ground. 

There, his target, Stryker, was being held up by SHIELD men, while other members of the Mutants 

Brotherhood were being watched over by the X-Men. 

Although Professor Charles in a wheelchair looks weak, but behind him are the powerful X-Men 

members and beside him is the world-renowned Captain America Steve Rogers, and a little behind him 

are dozens of Iron Man suspended in mid-air. 

Among them, the most popular one is obviously Tony Stark. With such a lineup, Professor Charles, who 

was sitting in a wheelchair at the front, looked really powerful at this time. His strength lies not in his 

own strength, but in the strength of those who were supporting him. 

“Charles, is this the change you want me to see? The power of an ally?” Looking at Professor Charles 

from above, feeling the powerful aura coming from him, Magneto whispered softly with a somewhat 

dazed look on his face. 

“Erik, do you see it now? That’s how I’ve changed!” As Magneto looked to himself, Professor Charles on 

the ground also looked up at him and shouted loudly in his heart. 

Pū! 

Brush! 

Just as Magneto was lost looking at the scene on the ground, there was a sudden noise from the debris 

area near the crashed plane. Then a huge figure burst out of the smoke and flew straight up into the air 

and pounced on Magneto! 



“Roar!” When the huge figure had already pounced in front of Magneto’s eyes, only then did he hear a 

beast-like roar that reached his ears. 

Boom! 

In the next moment, the huge figure had crashed into the magnetic field defense around Magneto’s 

body. 

However, Magneto’s face, which was still disdainful, suddenly changed after the figure hit the magnetic 

field boundary. 

Because, the magnetic field boundary with strong defense almost collapsed after the figure hit, which 

shows the power of this figure. 

Brush! 

And just when Magneto was a little surprised to see clearly what this huge figure was, another similar 

figure came up from the ground and directly crashed over to his location. 

Boom! 

Chapter 626 Green 

Dī Dī Dī Dī! 

“Level 4 energy fluctuations detected, Sir.” Just when Magneto suddenly encountered an unexpected 

situation, Tony, who was watching the show from a distance suddenly heard a reminder from JARVIS. 

Huh~ 

While alerting Tony, Jarvis zoomed in on what it was scanning and showed it to Tony. Then Tony just 

stared at the scene displayed in front of him. Even though Tony has seen many shocking things during 

this period, he still couldn’t believe what he saw before him. 

“That is!… The Hulk!?” Tony called out incredulously as he watched the two huge humanoid monsters 

rushing in front of Magneto. 

In Jarvis’s scan, two green giants, more than five meters tall, collided with Magneto’s Magnetic Field 

Shield. 

The appearance of the two green giants is very similar to the scary guy in Tony’s memory, which reminds 

Tony of the incident he once experienced with his own eyes. 

Although it has been a long time and Tony has experienced many things during this period, the event is 

still deeply engraved in Tony’s mind. 

If Tony were to rank the people he knew in terms of combat power, then that guy would undoubtedly 

be ranked number one. 

“Impossible!…No! How can it be that guy! He should still be in some quiet place right now, how could he 

appear here?!” After the initial shock, Tony’s eyes quickly blinked a few times and he muttered to 

himself. 



“Also, even if it’s that guy, there can’t be two of them. Moreover, even though they look similar, there 

are still differences!” Finally, Tony calmed down and suppressed the bad feelings in his heart. 

“JARVIS, give me a closer analysis of them! I want to know what they are!” Recovering from the shock, 

Tony, who was feeling a little unhappy in his heart, told JARVIS in a cold voice. 

“Yes, sir.” Hearing Tony’s words, JARVIS quickly agreed. Then, JARVIS began to carefully analyze the two 

green guys. 

… 

“What is this thing?!” While Tony on the ground was shocked and angry because he mistook the two 

green-skinned giants for Hulk, Magneto in mid-air was also very shocked. 

Because, after the second giant crashed into him, his Magnetic Field Shield actually lasted for two 

seconds before it was directly torn apart by their joint efforts! 

Magneto’s Magnetic Field Shield is a defense measure with the earth’s magnetic field as a base and he 

simply had not encountered this kind of situation of his shield being torn apart by pure brute force 

before. 

So, when these two green-skinned monsters smashed through his Magnetic Field Shield and lunged at 

him, the shock in Magneto’s heart could be imagined. 

“Roar!” While Magneto was in shock, the two green-skinned giants that broke through the Magnetic 

Field Shield had hissed and pounced in front of him. 

“Get lost!” Although his Magnetic Field Shield was broken, Magneto did have many other methods to 

defend himself. 

Whew! 

In the next moment, two torrents of steel quickly converged at a high altitude into a huge metal 

mountain, and directly hit the two green giants in front of him under Magneto’s wave. 

Boom! 

With a loud bang, the two had lunged five meters in front of Magneto, and their outstretched giant 

hands were about to touch Magneto when the metal mountain falling from the sky smashed directly on 

their bodies, slapping them down from high in the sky. 

Although the strength of these two giants is so high to the point of them being able to crash through 

Magneto’s Magnetic Field Shield but they can not yet fly. After borrowing the force of their hump once, 

they could only launch one attack as well. 

Rumble! 

Bang! 

Just like that, the two hulks were suppressed into the ground by Magneto’s wave. Although the metal 

mountains are not very big, they weigh several tens of tons each. If they are dropped from such a high 

place then everything should be smashed into bits and pieces under them. 



And just when Magneto finished defeating the two suddenly emerged monsters and was catching his 

breath, a sudden sense of crisis suddenly emerged in his heart. Thinking quickly, Magneto controlled a 

torrent of metal around his body to build a solid metal defense wall around his own body. 

Just as this metal defense wall was established, an equally huge green skin giant appeared in front of 

Magneto, just across the metal wall. But in the next moment, this green skin giant roared and crashed 

into the Metal Wall. 

Boom! 

After a loud sound, the metal wall in front of Magneto shattered with a sound. However, under 

Magneto’s extreme control, the shattered metal wall was still being repaired, stopping the green-

skinned monster from punching him. 

However, at this time the green-skinned monster is in a position above Magneto. In other words, he 

could launch more than one attack at this time. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Standing high up on the metal wall, the green-skinned monster looked crazy as he kept hitting the metal 

wall below with his huge fist. Every hit will break the solid metal wall, but it immediately recovers. 

Obviously, Magneto underneath the Metal Wall is constantly using his powers. 

Hoo-hoo! 

Under the crazy blow of such a green-skinned monster, Magneto against the metal wall and the green-

skinned monster above it quickly fell towards the ground. Under such a brainless attack from such a 

giant, Magneto could no longer maintain his flying. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

“Damn it!” Feeling the powerful power of the green-skinned monster at close range, Magneto who kept 

falling had a very ugly expression on his face. 

If the green-skinned monster hadn’t been too close to him, Magneto wouldn’t have been pinned down 

like this. He now has to spend a lot of power trying to keep the metal walls intact, and he can’t control 

the other metal currents around him for the time being. 

However, Magneto will not let this situation last for too long. In the process of falling continuously, he is 

also adjusting his posture, trying his best to control the surrounding metal to come closer, and each time 

the metal wall recovers, it became thicker than before. The Metal wall is getting thicker and thicker the 

more times it gets smashed. 

Bang! 

Kakaka~ 

Finally, when the metal wall thickened to a certain degree of thickness, the green-skinned monster’s 

blow was still able to pierce it, but it failed to break the wall directly. 



“Hump! Die!” The gathered metal was finally enough, and a sharp light flashed in Magneto’s eyes as he 

murmured. 

Whew! 

In the next moment, the metal wall that had been blocking Magneto’s head instantly extended to the 

surroundings, and quickly rolled up upwards, enclosing the green-skinned monster. 

“Die!” 

Unexpectedly, Magneto wrapped the green-skin monster with the metal he had collected and squeezed 

his hand. The next moment, the metal ball wrapping the green giant squeezed toward the inside 

instantly, intending to squeeze the monster inside to death. 

: 

Chapter 627 Subdue 

Boom! 

After Magneto squeezed his fist, the metal ball wrapped in the green monster instantly squeezed 

inwards. But the next moment, there was a loud noise coming from inside the inward pressed metal 

ball. 

Then the outline of a twisted giant was imprinted on the surface of the metal ball. Apparently, the Hulk’s 

defenses are strong enough to withstand the pressure of the metal ball. 

“Humph!” Feeling the strong struggle of the green-skinned monster inside the metal ball, Magneto 

coldly snorted and then directly threw his hand outward. 

Brush! 

The next moment, the metal cage, which was about to be ripped open by the green monster, was 

thrown straight out by Magneto. 

On the way out, the green-skinned monster that was trapped inside had ripped open the metal ball. 

However, he was so far away from Magneto that he wouldn’t be able to hit him even if he jumped out 

of it. 

Huhu~ 

In this way, Magneto finally got rid of the predicament he was in just now and slowly fell to the ground. 

Although the green monster was just thrown a kilometer away by him, Magneto had plenty of ways to 

deal with him from distance. 

However, Magneto seems to have forgotten about the two green giants that he had put down from high 

above with metal mountains. With the Hulk’s defensive strength and unfathomable strength, it’s highly 

likely that the two Hulk’s were not killed. 

Pū Pū! 



Sure enough, shortly after Magneto hit the ground, there were two crackles from his side. Then the 

Green Giants, whom he had crushed to the ground with his metal mountains, came at him with red 

eyes. 

However, this time Magneto was no longer as ignorant of the enemy as he was at the beginning, and he 

was able to exert more power when he landed on the ground. 

Magneto made a simple move with his right hand and two torrents of metal tied up the two giants who 

had rushed halfway. From a distance, Magneto can do a lot more. 

Using the hard metal to form ropes, Magneto tied the two green giants layer by layer like a crab. No 

matter how many metal ropes they break, there will always be more to tied them up. 

Moreover, there is metal constantly rising from the ground to hold them in place, and no matter how 

strong they are, they cannot pull the whole ground up. 

“Roar! Roar!…” 

“Roar……” 

Therefore, when the two Hulk giants couldn’t take a step forward no matter how hard they struggled, 

they could only roar at Magneto in anger. 

Stuck~ Stuck~ 

“You just have great strength and high defense! If someone like you can defeat me then I might as well 

hide at home and not go out!” Magneto, who has once again taken control of the situation, disdainfully 

looks at the two green giants trapped in the same place and says faintly that. This ituation also proves 

that Magneto is still powerful. 

Hoo! 

“And you!” Just after saying that, Magneto let out a low cry and suddenly waved his hand behind him. 

Kaka Kaka! 

The next moment, a torrent of metal gushed behind Magneto, enveloping the hulk that was just thrown 

out and rushed back again by Magneto. 

When the metal flood disappeared, the hulk like creature was also bound to the ground by a dense 

metal rope and could not move. 

Just like that, after the initial accident, Magneto still spent some means to subdue the special weapons 

from the Military; three giants that were very similar to The Hulk. 

“You… what else do you have?” Stopping the three Hulks, Magneto looked up at the Military fighter 

Jetss still hovering high in the sky and said to himself with a slightly curled mouth. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh! 

Seemingly able to detect what Magneto was saying, he was responded by dozens of powerful missiles 

fired from the Military high above. 



Of course, this time they obviously won’t be launching weapons that Magneto can control, as many of 

these missiles are filled with material that Magneto can’t control. 

So if Magneto continues to not hide and face them head on then he won’t be spared from serious 

injuries. 

… 

“Jarvis, did you get the results? Where did these three Hulks came from?” Tony quickly asks JARVIS from 

behind Rogers as Magneto and the three Hulk giants finish their battle. 

Although Tony saw the fighting of the three green giants, he could feel that their strength was not a bit 

worse than that of the Hulk he saw in those days. 

However, if the Military had really mastered the mass production of such people then it would be 

enough to make Tony pay attention to them. 

After all, Tony thought it would take just five Hulks to rip off his entire Iron Man battalion. Of course, 

this would only happen when the Iron Man is fighting them at low altitudes. 

However, according to the weapons currently mounted on the Iron Man, it will be difficult to destroy a 

Hulk unless hundreds of Iron Man jointly release laser beams with a Forth Level Power Energy. 

This is still the situation that Tony just judged in such a short time, JARVIS’s detection results will 

certainly be more detailed. 

“The preliminary test results have come out, and this is the basic data of the test.” After hearing Tony’s 

words, JARVIS answered and projected a series of data in front of Tony’s eyes. 

The data projected by JARVIS is based on the analysis of the three Hulk’s strength, defense, jumping 

power and other basic data. Still, the basic numbers are shocking enough. 

“According to my judgment, they are probably modified fighters made from the half finished serum that 

Dr. Banner left in the Military.” JARVIS, who knows all of Tony’s secrets, of course also knows Dr. 

Banner’s secrets, all of which he had used to state his judgment about the origin of these three hulks. 

“I think so too.” Aside from Jarvis’s theory, Tony doesn’t know what else could have caused the Military 

to create such green giants. 

“I just don’t know how many more of these green monsters the Military has in their hands, and by what 

means they actually became like this.” Staring at those still struggling green skin monsters, Tony 

thought. 

Tony thought he was the strongest man in the world after he made the Iron Man suit. However, as he 

came into contact with more things and learned more about the truth of this world, he clearly realized 

that he was like a frog at the bottom of the well. 

If he hadn’t become the Iron Man himself, he might never have known that this world would be so 

wonderful. 



“Sir, their energy levels are falling fast.” Just as Tony looked ahead and Magneto was hit by dozens of 

missiles, Jarvis’s voice quickly came out. 

eh?” 

Chapter 628 Fully Powered 

Dī Dī Di! 

In JARVIS’s detection, the three green-skinned monsters that were bound in place by Magneto’s metal 

chains were rapidly decaying in energy level. 

Within a second of Jarvis’s warning and Tony’s attention, the energy of the three green monsters, which 

had reached a full Level 4, had fallen to Level 3 and was falling rapidly. To Tony’s surprise, it fell to a level 

below one that Jarvis did not need to detect. 

“This…… Are they all three-minute quick shooters?!” Tony couldn’t help but joke when he saw the three 

green monsters, which were just over five meters tall and extremely strong, turned into three naked 

soldiers of normal size in a few seconds. 

If all the Military has come up with based on Dr. Banner’s Serum is a three-minute monster, then Tony 

has a lot of assurance in his heart. 

After all, his Iron Man battery life is far more powerful than those green monsters, and Tony will be able 

to stall against them in the future if he ever fought against them. 

While Tony noticed that the three green monsters had become ordinary people, the others in front of 

him, such as Rogers, also noticed the change in them. 

Rogers’s brows, which had been furrowed since the appearance of the green-skinned monsters, began 

to unfurl as he watched them rapidly become ordinary men, apparently, he did not want to see the 

Military with such powerful but unblemished supersoldiers. 

“I just don’t know if there are any other secrets inside the Military besides these reformed soldiers. It’s 

still a little worrying!” Roger’s thought to himself as he watched the three green giants transform rapidly 

into men. 

Professor Charles, who had also watched the entire battle, had no change in expression, except for a 

slight glint in his eye when Magneto was overwhelmed by the sheer power of the three giants. 

And now, when Magneto was attacked by dozens of Military missiles, Professor Charles still didn’t look 

worried. 

… 

Pū Pū Pū! 

As Rogers and others, who were watching from the sidelines were surprised by the sudden appearance 

of the three Hulks and were relieved to see them turn back into ordinary soldiers after three minutes. 

Magneto, who was still attacked by Military missiles in the center of the battlefield, had no time to think 

about why the three green-skinned monsters suddenly became ordinary people. 



He only used a little force in his hand, and the three soldiers who fell unconscious on the ground just fell 

on the ground. The metal thorn has penetrated into their bodies. In order to avoid accidents, Magneto 

directly solved them first, and now he could fight the Military without looking back. 

Brush! 

Killing the three guys who had caused him a lot of trouble just now, Magneto calmly raised his head and 

looked at the dozen or so missiles that were rushing towards him in mid-air. 

After a little sensing, Magneto knew that more than half of their components were not made of metal. 

Therefore, it is not that simple for him to control them. 

“But, have you guys really forgotten? Have you forget about me, forget about what happened back 

then?” The missiles reflected in his eyes were getting closer and closer, and Magneto spoke to himself in 

a calm tone. 

Hum~ 

Then, a cold light flashed in Magneto’s eyes. At the same time, a strong wave of magnetic energy rushed 

out of Magneto’s body. The speed of this wave transmission is so fast that it has swept across a radius of 

several kilometers in the blink of an eye. 

The missiles that had rushed to the nearby area were also swept by this wave, and then dozens of 

missiles fell to the ground staggeringly like firecrackers. 

Pū Pū Pū~ 

Two seconds later, the missiles that were rushing in front of Magneto with enough power to plow the 

area smashed into the rubble on the ground. However, they have no effect except for smashing a few 

holes in the ground. 

Brush! 

“Not good! Back off! Iceman, release your domain!” The moment this fluctuation came out from 

Magneto’s body, Professor Charles, who had been watching him, suddenly changed his face while 

shouting loudly. 

Hum~ 

The next moment, without much thought, Iceman has unleashed his absolute icy realm in an instant. 

When Iceman’s domain first covered the area, the waves from Magneto had swept over. However, 

because of Iceman’s absolutely frozen territory, the wave had to go sideways. 

“Erik, you’re really going to make things worse!” Feeling the cold within Iceman’s domain, Professor 

Charles topped Magneto on the opposite side and thought silently in his heart. 

When Charles asked Iceman to release his domain, Tony wasn’t enveloped in absolute ice field because 

he was some distance away from them. So when the wave swept over, Tony hadn’t reacted before 

being penetrated by it. 

Dī Dī Dii! Card! ~ 



After this wave swept through Tony and dozens of Iron Mans beside him, all the Iron Mans that were 

intact were turned off, unable to perform even the most basic functions. JARVIS disconnected from Tony 

without even sending a reminder, and Tony, who was originally suspended in the air, also fell directly 

towards the ground. 

“I… What the hell is this?!” Tony thought in shock as he fell. 

Bang! Bang Bang Bang Bang ~ 

Then, Tony and the Iron Mans beside him all hit the ground. The protective power of the Iron Man 

Armor is good so even if Tony hits the ground, he would be fine. It’s just that although he is not injured 

now, he is trapped in the steel suit. 

“JARVIS! JARVIS!” Tony lying in the ruins kept shouting JARVIS but received no response. 

“Damn it! This is bad!” With Jarvis out of touch, Tony, trapped in a steel armor, has lost his biggest 

source of support. But at least he has Rogers and others in front of him, so he’s safe for a while. 

… 

Hoo! 

Unleashing all his strength in one fell swoop to frighten Professor Charles, and abolished the Military’s 

attack, Magneto suddenly opened his arms. 

“This is me! I’m Magneto!” Magneto yelled with open arms and raised his head. 

“Charles! Didn’t you want to show me how you’ve changed? Then I’ll show you! Your change is 

worthless in my opinion!” After shouting at the sky, Magneto suddenly looked at Professor Charles who 

was enveloped by the absolute ice field, and said loudly. 

Seeing Magneto’s madness and hearing his words, Charles’ brows wrinkled tightly. The development of 

this event today has somewhat exceeded his expectations, and perhaps he shouldn’t let it go anymore. 

“Get the hell down!” After finishing that sentence to Charles, Magneto directly extended his hand 

towards the dozen Military Jets flying high in the sky. 

Chapter 629 Finally Take Action 

Whew! 

As Magneto stretched out his hand, the Military Jets thousands of meters above the air seem to be 

seized by a huge hand. No matter how they increase the power of the engine, they can’t escape the 

control of that invisible hand. 

In this way, a dozen Military Jets swayed towards the ground from high in the sky. At this rate, they’re 

going to crash just like the previous one, which had only three transformed Hulk fighters on board. 

However, the people in these Jets are not all reformed fighters. 

“Professor Charles, if this continues, the Military will lose too much. Can’t you stop Magneto?” A faint 

layer of ice has formed on his body due to absolute ice domain, but Rogers is concerned about 

Magneto’s attack on the Military. 



In Rogers’s view, the strength of a full-powered Magneto has reached an unstoppable level. With 

Magneto’s powerful strength now revealed, even the entire SHIELD would not be able to defeat him. 

After all, SHIELD’s biggest reliance is still on more high-tech weaponry. However, in front of Magneto, all 

metals have lost their meaning. So, even if SHIELD’s Helicarrier was brought over, Magneto could have 

brought it down straight from the sky. 

Hearing Rogers’s words, Professor Charles, who also had a faint layer of ice on his body, frowned and did 

not speak. Charles certainly knows how strong Magneto is, but the hidden strength of the US Military is 

far more than just what they have revealed. 

Professor Charles wants to wait and see what the Military can do. But if the army is unwilling to reveal 

any more this time then Professor Charles may have to step in. After all, he didn’t want Magneto to hurt 

so many people. 

“Storm, Blink, you guys get ready.” So, Professor Charles instructed Storm and Blink beside him to get 

ready. 

Da Da~ 

Hearing Professor Charles’ words, both Storm and Blink took two steps forward from the side. Then, 

Storm’s eyes were slowly covered by a layer of white mist, and there was a wave of spatial fluctuations 

on Blink’s body. 

… 

“Get down here!” Magneto, who was at full strength, once again let out a low cry, and his right hand 

that had been extended to make a grabbing motion in the sky swung downward in a violent fashion. 

Kakaka! 

Following Magneto’s action, the Military Jets, which had already dropped a few hundred meters, 

dropped even closer to the ground. And some cracks are rapidly appearing on their bodies. It looks like 

they won’t be able to hold on for much longer. 

Bang bang! 

Rip!! 

However, just as the closest Jet was spinning towards the ground, a crashing sound suddenly came from 

inside. Then, the cabin doors, which had been twisted by the force, were suddenly ripped open violently 

from the inside. 

“Roar!…Roar!” 

“Roar!…” 

Pū Pū Pū! 

In the next moment, there were more than ten green-skinned giants roaring out from the crashed 

fighters. With their huge feet stomping hard on the broken hatch, these green-skinned giants lunged 

towards Magneto on the ground with red eyes. 



Sure enough, the number of Hulk-like guys transformed by the Military far exceeded the previous three. 

However, no one knows how much effect they would have at this time against Magneto. 

“Huh! Do you think you can kill me with numbers?!” Magneto whispered with disdain in his eyes as he 

saw a dozen of the abnormal Green Giant with strong strength and defense pouncing on him. 

Brush! 

The next moment, Magneto was not seen doing anything but dozens of metal torrents appeared out of 

thin air and they happened to hedge over the dozen Hulk giants. 

Then, in the roar of those green-skinned giants, the metal torrent has drowned them. With the 

continuous impact of the metal torrent, the roar of the green-skinned giants became smaller and 

smaller and finally disappeared. 

Two seconds later, the torrent of metal was gone, but there were more than a dozen balls of metal. 

Under the action of gravity, the dozen metal balls crashed directly into the ground debris. 

Dong Dong Dong Dong ~ 

The obvious weight of the metal balls had left dozens of holes in the ground, and the Green Giants have 

disappeared. 

But judging by the size of the dozen or so metal balls, the Green Giants must be trapped inside. As long 

as Magneto can keep them trapped for three minutes, then he wouldn’t even need to do anything. 

In this way, these Hulks released by the Military were resolved without any effect at all in the hands of 

Magneto, who had exploded at full power. Although they bought some time for other Jets, it was only 

the result of falling sooner or later. 

“It seems that the Military is really not going to reveal any more things this time. Storm, Blink, go ahead, 

we can’t have any more people killed.” Seeing Magneto wave his hand at the green giants, Professor 

Charles said. 

Rip! 

Hearing Professor Charles’ words, the arc of electricity on Storm, who had been ready for a long time, 

instantly exploded. Then, in her efforts to control, a ball of extremely compressed lightning is slowly 

taking shape in front of her. When this ball of lightning slowly grew to the size of half a meter in 

diameter, Storm’s hands had begun to tremble violently. 

“Blink!” It seemed that she could no longer control the lightning ball in front of her, and Storm suddenly 

shouted loudly. 

At the same time, Storm pushes forward with both hands, and the lightning ball, which is constantly 

arcing, rushed out with a sharp blue light. 

Brush! 

As the Thunderball, which Storm had created with all her might, flew out of her hand, a purple Space 

Portal opened on its way out, just in time to teleport it. 



As soon as the lightning ball entered the portal, Blink, who was behind it, quickly waved her hands and 

immediately closed the portal. 

The faces of Roger and the others relaxed a little when the ball of lightning, which was constantly arcing 

with lightning, finally disappeared. They were a little scared just now as they thought that the lightning 

ball would directly burst open. 

Buzz! 

As soon as the Thunderball, which Storm had done her best to create, was teleported away, Charles 

looked outside. With Professor Charles’s eyes, a space portal suddenly appeared not far in front of 

Magneto, and then the Thunderball rushed out. 

“This is?! ……” 

Buzzing! 

Bang! Thorny thorny~ 

Before he knew what the glowing ball was, Magneto’s body was already filled with a sudden burst of 

dazzling white light. 

Chapter 630 Retreat? 

Rumble! 

The timing and location of the Thunderball was indeed very unexpected. Magneto only had time to 

shrink the scope of the defense field around his body, and the next moment, his body was covered by 

large arcs of lightning. 

This time, Storm almost used up her ability to create this Thunderball that was much more powerful 

than before, and the unguarded Magneto could only dodge them for a while. 

Hum~ 

When Magneto was attacked by the Thunderball that suddenly rushed in front of him, the energy 

fluctuation he had previously released also disappeared. It seems that Magneto can’t always maintain a 

state of suppressing the enemy in all directions. 

Sensing the lifting of the pressure from Magneto’s field, Professor Charles, who was enveloped by 

Iceman’s Absolute Ice Domain spoke. 

“Iceman, release your domain!” Professor Charles said to Iceman beside him. 

Brush! 

As soon as he heard Professor Charles’ words, Iceman lifted his own field. Although HE only maintained 

the field for a short while, but Iceman is as tired as Storm right now! 

Because he released the Absolute Ice Domain not only to block Magneto’s suppression but also to 

protect the safety of Professor Charles and others inside. Therefore, his control of the field needed to be 

high, without the slightest instability factor. 



Even so, after Iceman lifted the Absolute Ice Domain, Rogers and others were left with a fairly thin layer 

of ice on their bodies. If it were not for their own physique which is far beyond ordinary people, they 

would have gotten some frostbites on their bodies. 

Huhu! 

When Magneto on the ground was temporarily trapped because of Professor Charles’s sudden action, 

the military Jets that had lost control and were about to crash on the ground also seized this opportunity 

to control their Jets and rushed towards the sky. 

This time, they probably planned to leave without looking back. In order to save Stryker, the military has 

paid a high price. But they still underestimated Magneto’s determination this time. 

Even with the strength that the Military had just revealed today, it was not enough to subdue Magneto, 

who was making a short work of their strongest Soldiers. 

“Is it really over?” On the ground, Professor Charles, who watched the more than a dozen military Jets 

fly farther and farther, muttered to himself with some confusion on his face. 

“Captain Rogers, have you heard anything from the Military?” The military seemed to be retreating and 

Professor Charles raised his head and asked Rogers next to him. 

Magneto’s Domain suppression has disappeared, and their electronic network communications have 

also been recovered. So, maybe SHIELD will have some internal news from the military. 

“No information from inside the military, but… I did receive several messages from the President.” 

When he heard Charles’s question, Rogers responded quickly. As he spoke, Rogers looked at the center 

of downtown Washington, in the direction of the White House. 

At the time when the communication was recovered, Captain Rogers received several messages from 

the White House. Rogers doesn’t know how the White House and the President learned that SHIELD was 

involved in the battle here. 

Most of the messages were about letting SHIELD stabilize the situation and prevent the expansion of the 

battlefield from affecting downtown Washington. And there is a message sent by the President himself, 

he very politely asked Rogers to help, meaning that SHIELD will cooperate with the military to deal with 

this incident. 

Of course, as an absolutely “Neutral Party” Captain Rogers only listened to Mr. President’s request. 

Originally, the White House had just experienced a terrorist attack from Extremis Soldiers and the 

President was holding an emergency press conference in front of the White House. 

However, just a few minutes after the press conference, abnormal explosions and slight vibrations on 

the ground came from the suburbs of Washington. 

The President, who had not fully recovered from the Extremis attack, was once again irritated by the 

fighting in the suburbs of Washington and almost fainted. Even the expression on the face of Mr. 

Secretary who had been with the President changed. 



The press conference was interrupted urgently, and the President received news of the deployment of 

Secret Military forces. This time, the president, who was hit with one incident after another, was 

extraordinarily firm. 

He threatened to reduce the research funds of the military’s secret department and asked the military 

to give him accurate information about this fight. After learning that it was the Mutants Brotherhood 

that was making trouble, the President started to contact SHIELD. However, the other side seemed to 

keep circling the wagons with him. 

In the end, the President, who did not want to escalate the fighting and threaten Washington’s security, 

urged the military to withdraw, and he intended to leave the SHIELD in charge of the situation. 

However, the military men did not seem to be fully listening to the President’s orders and they only 

began to retreat after losing a dozen or so of the Reformed Hulk. 

By this time the President was furious, but there was little he could do but hope that the SHIELD would 

be able to stabilize the situation. 

“Could it be that the President told them to retreat?” Hearing Rogers’ answer, Charles was still a little 

confused. Then, Charles suddenly closed his eyes. 

Hum~ 

Seemingly not believing that the military would retreat just like that, Charles finally released his 

powerful Psychic Power. 

The moment Professor Charles closed his eyes, a powerful Psychic Power had swept across the distance 

of several kilometers to the inside of the military Jet that was flying away. 

After Professor Charles closed his eyes, Rogers and others also tacitly remained silent. Although they 

couldn’t sense the powerful Psychic Power released by Charles, they also knew that Charles must be 

scanning for something with his abilities now. 

After Charles released his Psychic Power to scan into the Military’s Soldiers, he easily learned about their 

plan for this operation. 

They did receive a request for help from Stryker this time, but after this fight, they knew they couldn’t 

deal with Magneto. In addition, the President was also putting a lot of pressure on them, so they had to 

retreat. 

However, what surprised Charles was that there seemed to be a small number of people sent by the 

military to rescue this time, and there were no more than ten soldiers in each combat transport plane. 

And since Stryker has managed to get the title of Major General over the years and has a number of 

reformed Mutants under his control, the military should not just send in a few soldiers for his rescue. 

“En? This is… not good!” Finally, after checking the thoughts of a Colonel, the expression on Charles’s 

face changed and he couldn’t help but shout out. 

It turned out that although the Secret Military Force that arrived first had retreated, one of their ground 

troops was in place just now. 



At this time, there is a special weapon attacking the ruins. As understood from the Colonel’s mind, the 

power of this weapon was enough to wipe this area from the earth. In order to deal with Magneto, the 

military didn’t care about Stryker anymore. 

Phew! 

When Professor Charles opened his eyes, he saw a white light that looked like a shooting star passing 

through the air, and the target was the location they were in. 

 


